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1. INTRODUCTION 
As a simple model of a “star” one may take a rotating, self-gravitating 
fluid mass with a barotropic equation of state: p = P(p); the total mass M 
and a distribution of angular momentum per unit mass j are prescribed 
parameters. The existence of configurations (that is, density functions p(x), 
x E R3) satisfying the conditions of hydrodynamical equilibrium depends 
crucially upon the nature of the function P. When the condition 
liminfP(p)= 03 
D-100 p 
holds it is known that there exist solutions of the equilibrium problem for 
arbitrary values of M and j. However, for “white dwarf stars,” that is, when 
the equation of state is that of a relativistically degenerate gas, there holds 
instead 
lim ‘(P) -=K<coo. 
-a, P 
4/3 
In this case there exist nonrotating (j = 0) solutions only for values of M 
less than a certain critical mass M,, (depending on K). This result is 
classical; cf. Chandrasekhar (21. The purpose of the present paper is to study 
rotating “white dwarf stars.” First, we prove that if j > 0, then there exist 
solutions for arbitrary M. Second, we examine the dependence of the 
dimensions of the solutions (namely, the support and the maximum 
magnitude of the density function p(x)) upon the given parameters M and j, 
especially as j tends to zero. 
In formulating the mathematical problem we follow the variational 
approach of Auchmuty and Beals [ I]. Let p(x) be the density of the fluid, 
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which is assumed to be axisymmetric about the z-axis, and symmetric about 
the z = 0 plane; that is, 
p(x) = p(r, z) = p(r, -z). (1.1) 
Here and in the sequel we write (r, 19, z) for the cylindrical coordinates of 
x E R3; we shall also use the notation r = T(X). The fluid body is assumed to 
have a given total mass 
M=. 
J P(X) dx. R3 (1.2) 
The particles of the fluid are assumed to be rotating about the z-axis with a 
given angular momentum per unit mass, j(m), prescribed in terms of the 
mass fraction variable 
We assume that j satisfies the hypothesis: 
j(m) is a nondecreasing function on 0 < m < 1, 
j(0) = 0, and j*(m) E C’[O, 11. (Jo) 
The total energy is given by the functional 
E(P)=-+j J . P(X)P(Y) dx dy + L j’ W(x))) 
ix-Y/ 2 
r2(x) p(x)dx (1.3) 
R3 R3 
+ . @(p(x)) dx. 
1 R’ 
These three integrals represent, respectively, the gravitational potential 
energy, the rotational kinetic energy, and the internal energy. The function 
Q(t) is related to P(f) (the barotropic pressure-density relationship) by the 
equation 
P’W W’(l) = -j- ; 
in other words, CD(~) may be defined by 
@j(t) = tI 
f P(s) 2 ds. 
0 s 
(1.4) 
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We assume that P(t) is a positive, strictly increasing, smooth function for 
t > 0, and that 
liminfg=K>O, lim3=0; 
ho0 14 t4/3 (1.5) 
we permit K to be infinite. 
Conditions (1.5) are valid in the following two cases of physical interest: 
(a) For a polytropic gas, 
P(t) = kt’, y=l+$(O<p<3), k>O. 
(b) For a degenerate gas (“white dwarfs”), 
where 
P(t) = AP(x), 
F(x) = x(2x2 - 3)(x2 + 1)112 + 3 sinh- ’ x, x = (t/B)““, Cl.71 
and A, B are positive constants. 
For futher details we refer to Chandrasekhar [2]. We note that under 
(1.6), K = 00, while under (1.7), K < co. 
We shall seek solutions p(x) > 0 on R3 which minimize the energy 
where r is the class of (admissible) density functions p’ satisfying conditions 
(1.1) and (1.2) and b(x) > 0, and for which each of the three integrals in 
(1.3) is finite. The variational conditions at a stationary point p E r are 
E’(p) = A inG={xER3;P(x)>0}, 
(1.9) 
E’(P) >, A in R3\G 
for some (undetermined) multiplier A. Introducing the potentials 
Ux)= I P(Y) R) ,x- y, dY9 
f(x) = f(r) = -II” j2’;f)) ds, 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) u(x) = V(x) + f(x) + A, 
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we can express (1.9) in the form 
u = 4(P) in G, 
U,<O in R 3\G, 
(1.13) 
where 
$4(t) = P(f). (1.14) 
We note that 4(t) is a positive, strictly increasing, smooth function for 
t > 0, #(O) = 0, and possesses the asymptotic properties 
liminfm=4K>O 
p/3 9 lim90=() f-co 14 F3 * 
(1.15) 
When K = 03, the existence of solutions p of (1.8) which are continuous 
with compact support in R3 has been proved for all 0 <M < 00 and j 
satisfying hypothesis (J,); this theorem is due to Auchmuty and Beals [I]. In 
the polytropic case (1.6). Friedman and Turkington [3] have established 
essentially sharp estimates for the spherical support, a, = sup{(x]; x E G}, 
and the maximum density, p,, = sup XER3p(~), in terms of the given data A4 
and j. 
When K < co, as is the case under (1.7), the existence of solutions is 
known [ 1 ] for j satisfying (Jo) provided M < i’UO where M,, the so-called 
critical mass, is defined by 
c* is a specific absolute constant; cf. Lemma 2.1. If, however, j(m) = 0 and 
M > M,, then E(p) is unbounded below on r. 
Suppose that we consider the following strengthened hypothesis for j: 
(J,) holds and, in addition, j(m) > 0 for 0 < m < 1. (J,) 
We shall prove that there exist solutions p of (1.8), continuous with compact 
support in R 3, for arbitrary 0 < M < co and 0 < K < co provided (J +) holds. 
Thus, ,there is no counterpart to critical mass when strictly positive angular 
momentum is prescribed. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. A priori estimates for the maximum 
density p. depending on A4 and j are obtained in Section 2. These estimates 
form the essential new step in the existence theorem; they follow from certain 
lemmas on the gravitational potential established in [3]. In Section 3 we use 
the variational procedure developed in [ 1 ] to prove the existence theorem 
mentioned above. We turn our attention in Section 4 to the question: if an 
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angular momentum function &j(m) is prescribed (where E > 0 and j(m) 
satisfies (J +)), then how do the corresponding solutions p, behave E -+ O? In 
particular, we find a rate in E at which the radius U,(E) of spherical support’ 
tends to zero provided M > &‘M, for a certain absolute constant e > 1; 
namely, we prove 
cQ %(E) 
‘* log( 1 + Q) ’ a, 
-< cQe2 log(1 + Q) (c > 0, c > O), 
where a,, Q are specific functions of M, j, and c, C are absolute constants. 
Finally, in Section 5 we find by appropriately scaling the solutions in E that 
they tend in some sense to the solutions of a “limit problem” as E -+ 0. 
Throughout the paper we shall use C to denote a generic absolute positive 
constant. 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES FOR THE DENSITY 
In this section we find estimates on the maximum density 
PO = ,“,“R P(X) (2.1) 
in terms of the given parameters M and j. These estimates will be crucial for 
the existence theorem of Section 3 and the subsequent analysis of solutions 
with asymptotically small j. 
We first recall the following basic estimates for the gravitational potential 
which are proved in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any p E r there holds 
sup V(x) < c*MY3p~3 
XER’ 
(c* = 2rr(3/4#‘). (2.2) 
v(x)+log (1 +$), .xER3, (2.3) 
where a, is defined by 
~pon:,=M; (2.4) 
C is a (suflciently large) absolute positive constant. 
In (31 we have proved the lemma for a minimizer of E@), but the proof 
remains unchanged for any p in r. 
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We note that for (xl<< a, the estimate (2.3) becomes just (2.2), although 
without the sharp constant c*. 
Note that the definition of the critical mass, M, , in (1.16) gives 
c*MV3 - lim inf @ 
0 - 
rG+cc *l/3 * 
(2.5) 
Actually in the definition of M, in [ 21 (and in [ 11) c* is a different constant 
than that in (2.2); the constant MO in [ 1,2] is larger than the MO used here 
by a factor of ~(1.7)~“. 
We shall consider estimation of p. separately in the cases M < MO and 
M> MO. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that M < MO (MO may be infinite) and that j 
satisjles hypothesis (Jo). Let (p, A) be a solution of (1.13) with ,I < 0. Then 
> 
there exists p* = p,(M) < co such that 
PoGP** (2.6 
Remark. As is evident from the following proof, p,(M) + 00 as M -+ MO 
Proof: Let px be the solution of the implicit equation 
#(p*) = c*MY3#. (2.7) 
Such a p* exists since, by (1.15), we have 
lim inf $ = c*Mf3 > c*MY3 
t-w 
while 
lim I ,-ro t’/3= 0 < c*MV3. 
If (2.7) possesses more than one solution, then we take p* to be the largest. 
Let xi be taken such that p(x,) + p,, . Then, using the facts that f(x) < 0 
and 1< 0, we have from (1.13), (1.12) that 
< c*MY3p;13 (by (2.2)). (2.8) 
Now (2.6) follows upon comparison of (2.7) and (2.8). 
In the case of a polytropic equation of state (i.e., (1.6)) the above theorem 
is identical to Lemma 2.1 of [ 3 1. 
We now consider the essentially different case when M > MO. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Asume that M > M, and that j satisfies hypothesis (J +). 
Let (p, 2) be a solution of (1.13) with ,I < 0. Then there exists p* = 
p,(M, j) < 00 such that 
Po<P*i (2.6’) 
p* is defined by 
p*y” = 
max “” j2(M,/3M) M, I 
cMz3 [zlog (1 +$-)]‘I, (2.9) 
where fi is fixed suflciently large so that 
(2.10) 
and C is a (sufficiently large) absolute constant. 
Proof. The proof requires a more careful estimation of the gravitational 
potential V(x) than in the previous theorem. We claim that if R,/a, > 1 
(0 <p < l), then 
sup V(x) < c*MU3pf3 ,uu3 + 
XER’ I 
~1,,(1+~)/; (2.11) 
as in [3], we define R, by 






To establish the claim we first observe that if r(x) > R,/2, then V(x) is 
bounded by the (second term of the) right-hand side of (2.11) by virtue of 
the basic estimate (2.3); recall that a, is given by (2.4). So we need only 
consider r(x) < R,/2. Then 
v’“‘=k,y)<,$$dy+~;(,,)>~~&dy 
< c*(,~M)“~ p;l’ + 2M/R,. (2.13) 
Now (2.11) follows immediately (we use R./a0 > 1 and a suffkiently large 
constant C here). 
Before proceeding with the proof we state the fundamental lower bound 
for RJa, which is proved in [3]: 
(2.14) 
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The derivation of (2.14) depends only on the potential estimate (2.3) and the 
equilibrium conditions (1.13). 
For the purposes of proving (2.6’) we may assume, of course, that p0 > p. 
Then, arguing as we did before to get (2.8), we find 
hence, 
+ c”M,u3p;i3 < C”Mv3p;/3 p2/3 + (2.15) 
for any 0 < ,u < 1 such that R,/ao > 1. We now lix ,u = M,/3M and conclude 
that 
provided A z R,/a, > 1 for this choice of,u. 




Combining (2.14), (2.16) we find that, provided A > 1, 
j*GWW 
a&f 
< CA log(l + CA) < C/i log(l + CA). (2.18) 
This inequality may be rewritten in the form 
CM4/3 . ^ 
P: '<jz(M,/3M) A h(l + CA). 





Since (2.20) is stronger than (2.19), we conclude that (2.19) holds in either 
of the cases A > 1, A < 1. It is easy to see that (2.17) implies that 
AGC (gjU310g (1 +E) 
for some absolute positive constant C. Now substituting this estimate for a 
into (2.19) we find that p{’ is bounded by the second term in max{--, -} 
appearing in (2.9). This completes the proof. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
We now establish the existence of a global minimum for the energy 
functional and show that this yields a regular solution of the equilibrium 
conditions. Since our proof follows closely the method detailed in [l] we 
shall make our discussion brief. 
Let r denote the class of nonnegative, measurable functions p on R’ 
satisfying the conditions (1. l), (1.2), and for which each of the three 
integrals composing E(p) (defined in (1.3)) is finite. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under either of the hypotheses 
(i) A4 < M, (M,, may be infinite) and (J,) holds, 
(ii) A4 > M, and (J +) holds, 
there exists p E r such that 
(1.8’) 
furthermore, p is a bounded function with compact support in R3. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p be given by Theorem 3.1. Then p is Q continuous 
function satisfying the variational conditions (1.13) for some A < 0. 
Remark. In case (i) the above theorems are a statement of the results of 
[ 11; our proofs differ only in (and simplify) some details from those given in 
111. 
We first give the 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let C denote the class of nonnegative measurable 
functions p on R3 satisfying (l.l), and for which each of the three integrals 
composing E(p) is finite; then p E r if p E Z and (1.2) holds. For p E Z, let 
H(p) denote the class of continuous functions n with compact support in R’ 
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satisfying (l.l), and such that p, = p + EV E Z for suffkiently small E > 0. 
As is shown in [ 1 ] we have, for any q E H(p), 
E(P,) = 0) + -5 . I E’(P)(X) r(x) dx + 4~) R) (3.1) 
as E -+ 0; the derivative E’(p) is the function 
E’(P)(X) = -W> - J-(x> + t+(x)). (3.2) 
We find therefore that if p E r satisfies (1.8), then there exists a Lagrange 
multiplier 1 such that 
J [E’(P)(X) -Al v(x) d-x 2 0 R) (3.3) 
for all q E H(p). Clearly, (3.3) implies the variational conditions (1.9), or the 
equivalent conditions (1.13), 
Let F(U) be defined by 
cm = 4-Y4 if u>O 
=o if u < 0; 
i is a well-defined continuous function on (-co, $00). Now (1.13) can be 
written 
P(X) = iv-w + f(x) + A>* 
Since V(x) and f(x) are clearly continuously differentiable on R3 we 
conclude that p(x) iscontinuous. The fact that 1< 0 is a consequence of the 
subsequent Lemma 3.4. This completes the proof. 
We now describe a family of truncated problems from which we shall 
obtain the solution p of Theorem 3.1. 
For N > 1, let r, denote the class of p’E r such that 
supp;~ {x E R3; 1x1 <A&}, (3.4) 
ess sup p’< Np, ; (3.5) 
here p* is given by Theorem 2.2 in case (i) and by Theorem 2.3 in case (ii), 
and a, is defined by 
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LEMMA 3.3. For any given N >, 1, there exists pN E r, satisfying 
E(P‘d= ppa. (3.7) 
Also, pN is a continuous function in 1x1 < Na* and satisfies for some A, 
(3.8) 
Proof: Since TN is a bounded, closed, convex subset of Lp((x; 1x1 < 
Na,}), 1 < p < co, we conclude that TN is compact in the weak topology 
ofLP. It is straightforward to verify that the functional E(fl is lower 
semicontinuous on L’, with respect to this weak topology (for suitable p). 
Thus, E(pT attains its minimum on r,. Now an adaptation of the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 yields the variational conditions (3.8) and hence the continuity 
of pN. Further details are given in [ 1). 
In the following sequence of lemmas we shall show that there exists a 
sufficiently large m such that for N > # we have pN E L’,. These lemmas 
hold under the hypotheses of Therem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.4. There holds 
2, < 0 (3.9) 
for all N > N; G suflciently large. 
Proof: From (3.8) we have 
nN<s(PN)=-V-f+#@N) on PN<NP** 
Take x, such that lx,,\ < fNa,, r(xO) > aNa, and 
PN(XO) = ,x, it:*,* pJx)* 
r(x) >Na,/4 
(3.10) 
Then pN(x,)(Na,)3 < CM, hence pN(xO) < CNp3p,. Thus, 
$(PN(XO)) < &(n? N-‘P$~, e(N) = o(1) as N+ co. 
Also, 
(3.11) 
W,) > g (c is some positive constant), (3.12) 
* 
-f(x,,)=lrIo, "(yy)) dr <a, (3.13) 
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where j, = maxgC,( I j(m). Putting the estimates (3.1 l), (3.12), (3.13) into 
(3.10) we see that (3.9) follows for sufftciently large N. 
LEMMA 3.5. There holds 
,sy, l%(x) Q P* (3.14) 
for all N > ii? fl su&iently large. 
ProoJ Since I, < 0 is assured by the preceding lemma, the arguments of 
Theorem 2.2 in case (i) and of Theorem 2.3 in case (ii) apply here without 
change. 
LEMMA 3.6. There is a positive constant c independent of N such that 
E(p,) ,< -cp*vW’3 (3.15) 
for all N > m; fl suflciently large. 
Proof: Let p’= Bp*I,, where B is a ball about the origin, 0 < 0 < 1, and 
J”, 1 F(x) dx = M. Then 
E(pT ,< -C(Bp*)U3 M5’3 + C(Bp*)~f@4”3 + - @P(BP*) M 
OP* 
) 
where ji = ji [j’(m)/m] dm. Now using the fact that G(t) < Id(t) we have 
Vhd”‘.$ E(p) ,< -C(Bp*)“3 M5’3 1 - c M4,3 
1 
#(fiP*) - (ep,)V3jp * (3*16) 
1 
Fixing 0 suffkiently small the last two terms in the braces are each 
majorized by l/3 (recall (1.15)). Now for N sufftciently large, PE r,,, and 
hence (3.15) follows from (3.16) and (3.7). 
LEMMA 3.7. Set 
pa = iv-’ 
i P,(X) cJk* 1x1 <AU* 
There exists a positive constant A (suflciently large) and a constant 6, 
0 < 6 < 1, both independent of N, such that 
for all N 2 N; p suflciently large. 
505/42/3-IO 
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Proof: From Lemma 3.6 it follows that 
< 
II 
P&l P,(Y) dx dy + 2 
lx- YI I 
V(x) h(X) dx 
Ixl~lYl<Aa* 1.x >Aa, 
< cpy3(pA My3 + Cpg3M5’3 $logA; 
here we have used Lemma 3.5 and the estimate (2.3) (replacing p,,, a, by 
p*, a*). The desired result now follows by taking A large enough. 
LEMMA 3.8. There exists a positive constant B (su&%iently large) such 
that 
suppp,c {x; 1x1 < Bc,I (3.17) 
for all N > fl; fl suflciently large. 
Proof: Suppose x2 E supp pN and Ix2 I> Ba, ; we shall derive a 
contradiction for B large enough. Take x’ such that Ix1 1 <Au,, r(x’) > 
;Aa,, and 
Pl =kw= inf Ixl<Aa, PNW 
r(x) >Ao,lZ 
Then p,(Aa*)j < CM, hence p, < CAw3p,. From the variational conditions 
(3.8) we have 
thus 
$(Pl) 2 4x’) > 4x’) - 4x2)3 
V(x’) < V(x’) + qb(p,) + jrz’2’~~)) dr; 
r, 
we write ri = r(xi). Also there holds 
(by Lemma 3.7) 
(3.18) 
CM 1 V(x’) < - * 
a* 
-$ogB (by (2.3)), 





where j, = maxO,,, , j(m). Thus (3.18) implies 




A 2a2 * 
Now if A and B are sufftciently large (depending on M and j only), we have 
< E(A) A - ‘pz3, E(A) = o(l) as A -+ CO, 
using (1.15). This yields the desired contradiction for A sufficiently large. 
We may now give the 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We claim that p = ,D~ (# is sufficiently large as 
above) is the minimizer in (1.8). This is a consequence of the following limit 
argument. For FE r let 
and 
a4 = ml if (xl < Na, and b(x) < fNp, 
=o otherwise. 
where B is the ball of radius a, about the origin and ON is taken so that 
! TN(X) fix = M - o,(x) dx. R3 J R3 
Further, let p’N = a, + rN. Since 0, = o( 1) as N--f co, p’N E r, for N > iy. 
Also, it is straightforward to verify that E(fiN) -+ E(p7) as N--f co. 
Now, by Lemma 3.8 with fl> B we have pN E rR for all N > N; hence 
E(pR) < E(p,). But since & E r,, we also have E(p,) & I?(;,,,). Thus, 
-Ud < J%-? = lim,+, WA as required. This completes the proof. 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC DIMENSIONS OF THE SOLUTIONS 
In this and the subsequent section we analyze the behavior of the solutions 
obtained in Section 3 as j tends to zero. We assume in the sequel that the 
limit 
C*My3 = lim p(r) 0 
t-too t 
(4.1) 
exists and 0 < MO < 00; this slightly strengthens the previous hypothesis on 
4, (2.5). When ll4> CM0 for a certain constant c > 1 we shall determine an 
explicit rate at which the support of p shrinks to zero and the supremum of p 
tends to infinity as j tends to zero. 
We must recall some concepts introduced in [3]. Let p+ be defined by 
(2.9) and let a, be defined by (3.6). We consider the dimensionless quan- 
tities 
4(m) = a jTrn) (O<m<l), Q =I’ q(m) dm. (4.2) 
* 0 
A physical interpretation of these is given in [3]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that j satisfies (J,). Let p, be the solution of 
(1.8) corresponding to the angular momentum function 
j,(m) = &4 (O<E<l) (4.3) 
and total mass M. Let the spherical support of p, be defined as 
a*(&) = suP{lxl;P,(x) > OI. (4.4) 
Then there is a certain (suflciently large) constant e4 > 1 such that if 
then we have 
al(e) - < CqE2, 
ay, (4.6) 
where e,, C, are positive constants depending only on Q and q( 1). 
Note. The quantities q(m) and Q defined in (4.2) are independent of E. 
The method of proof of Theorem 4.1 has been developed in 131, namely, in 
Theorem 3.5 of that paper. 
We shall establish some lemmas. Below we have P*(E) given by (2.9) with 
j(m) replaced by j,(m), and correspondingly, a*(E) given by (3.6). Clearly, 
P*(E) = ~-~p* and a*(s) = e2a* for small E > 0. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If M> CM, (e suflciently large), then 
E(p,) < -cop* (E)“~ M5’3; 
c, is a positive constant depending only on Q. 
ProoJ Let PE r be taken as in the proof of Lemma 3.6. Then 
(4.7) 
u3 4(ep, (a 
(ep, (&))‘/3 M,y3 ! * 
Now, by (4.1), we have 
for all 0 < t < co. 
The required estimate (4.7) follows by choosing 8 sufftciently small (in terms 
of Q) and e sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 4.3. Set 
pA=M-’ - 
J ~(4 dx. 1x1 <Ao*(c) 
Then there exists a (suficiently large) positive constant A and a constant 6, 
0 < 6 < 1, such that 
iUA > hi 
A and S depend on Q. 
Proof. This is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.7 with p, replacingp,. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We follow exactly the steps in the proof of 
Lemma 3.8 up to the conclusion that 
4A;MtE, < @(CA -3~&))- * 
Combining this with (4.8) we arrive at 
(M/Mo)y3 < Cc*/& 
If C4 is taken sufficiently large, we have the desired contradiction, and the 
proof is completed. 
Theorem 4.1 holds under the most general hypotheses and yields an 
explicit bound for the support of p, in terms of E. However, the dependence 
of the constants C,, C?q upon q is not given; these constants may become 
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arbitrarily large as Q tends to infinity. We now, therefore, prove a theorem 
analogous to Theorem 4.1 in which this dependence upon q is made explicit. 
We say a fluid mass is rapidly rotating if 
Q>-G; c,QGd+Dc,‘Q (O<m<l) (4.9) 
for some positive constants sO, cO. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that j satisfies (J,) and that (4.9) holds. Then 
there is a certain constant c > 1 such that if 
then we have 
M> cM,j, (4.10) 
al(E) - < Ce’Q log( 1 + Q); 
a* 
C, e are positive constants depending only on E,,, c,,. 
The proof follows very closely the proof of Theorem 6.1 and its 
Corollary 6.2 in [3]. For this reason we shall give only those details which 
are different in the present case. 
Let R*(E) be defined by 
CR f(E) 
a&) 
1+ 7;:;)) =A,Q 
* 
for a (sufficiently large) positive constant AD. 
LEMMA 4.5. If M > CM, (e s@kiently large), then 
E(P*) Q - 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Proof. Choose p’= Op*(c) ZG where c is the (solid) torus z2 + 
(r-R)* ( s*, 27r%p*(e) s2R = M, s < R/2. Then, analogously to the proof of 
Lemma 6.3 in [ 3 ] we have 
CMji 
+ --j$- + fY~P*(&))M 
=-T/log(l+$$)-CCQ 
_ c BL13R twP*(&)) -. 
I a*(e) (ep* (6)1/3 My3 * 
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We choose @I3 = (a,(e)/R,(c))‘-=‘, 0 < a < 1. We note from (2.9) and 
(4.2) that 
a 
Q =j*(M,/3M) MO 
(“)u3[log (1 +jjy2 
<c (g-)5’3[loP (1 tg)]‘? 
where we have used (4.9) in the form 
inf j2(m) - >, c,.ii 
( J 
ji = l Y(m) & - . O<rn<l m o m 1 
Now since R*(s)/a,(e) < A, Q (A, a positive constant), we find 
19”~R*(c) 
a*(e) 
<CQa,C ($-)s=‘3[lcq (1 +$$]2a. 
Thus, taking a < 215 fixed, we have 
(4.15) 
provided e is fixed large enough (independent of Q). 
Returning to (4.14) we take R = R*(E) with A, sufficiently large so that 
the second term is majorized by the first. Then by (4.15) we also have the 
third term majorized by the first. This yields (4.13) as required. 
LEMMA 4.6. Set 
p* = M-’ I P,(X) dx. 1x1 <AR*(r) 
Then there exist positive constants A, 6 (0 < 6 < 1) independent of q, E such 
that 
PA > s. 
Proof: This proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 6.4 in (31. 
LEMMA 4.7. If M > CM, (e suflciently large), then 
1412 z [maxlR*(E), d&l . dl)l]-‘, (4.16) 
0 
where B, is a suflciently large positive constant depending only on Ed, co. 
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Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 6.5 in [3], we let 
r, = B, max{R*(e), U*(E) . q(l)} for some positive constant B,. Arguing as 
in [3], we now find 






Q-- p* a*(E)dl) 
r. 6 r0 
Estimate (4.16) clearly follows by fixing e and B, large enough. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 can now be completed in exactly the same way 
as Theorem 6.1 (and Corollary 6.2) in [3]. 
Remark. For any 0 < p< 1 set 
P,(x)dx=P ’ 
I 
Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, 
Zlo, (1 +Y) >/B(P)ru (4.17) 
(the proof is the same as in [3]). If, in particular, q( 1) > coQ and Q > E, 
(where co, co are positive constants), then 
Q,(E) > CE'Q 
a* ’ log( 1 + Q) ’ 
(4.18) 
This complements the estimate (4.11). 
5. THE ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT E -+ 0 
Let j(m) satisfy (J,) and let p,(x) be a solution of (1.8) corresponding to 
jJm) = &j(m). By (2.9) and Theorem 4.1, 
P,(X) Q CT - 6, (5-l) 
q(E) < c&*, (5.2) 
where c is a positive constant depending on M, j. 
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Introduce the functionals 




J%(P) = J(P) + 1’ @!I(&)> dx, 
R3 
where 
Q,,(t) = 3Kt4’3. (5.4) 
We shall assume that 
Q(t) < Ct4’3 
= 3Kt413 
if t > 0 (C > 0) 
if t>l, 
(5.5) 
where 2; is a bounded function, and that 
w(t) < w3 if t > 0 (C > 0) 
if t> 1, 
(5.6) 
where c is a bounded function. 





(see (1.4), (1.7)) and (5.9, (5.6) are easily verified. 
Consider the problem 
(5.7) 
If A4 > CM, where C is a sufficiently large absolute constant, then this 
problem has a solution (even though the second condition in (1.15) is not 
satisfied); the proof is the same as for Theorem 3.1, with a few minor 
changes. This fact, however, is also a consequence of the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1. For any sequence E = &j 10 there exists a subsequence 
E = e; such that the functions 
for E = ej 1 0 converge uniformly in R3 to a solution p,,(x) of the variational 
problem (5.7); p”( x is continuous with compact support. ) 
The theorem implies that 
P,(X) - e4 $ ( ) for E = ej + 01 (5.8) 
Proof. From (5.1), (5.2) it follows that 
p;(x) Q c 
p;(x) = 0 if Ixl>C. 
Denote by E,(a) the functional E(u) when j is replaced by sj. 
For any u E r, set 
a,(x) = &6u(&2X). 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Thus CJ* E r and the mapping y: o 4 B, maps r onto itself in a l-l way. Set 
CD,(t) = &vq/E2). (5.11) 
By change of variables we find that 
E2Ee(U) = &:(u,>, (5.12) 
where 
Since 
B,(u) = J(0) 4-J (De(u) dx. 
R 
E&J GE,(u) for any u E r, 
(5.13) 
we get, using (5.12), 
JUP;) G a4 
We next prove the estimate 
for any u E lY (5.14) 
II 
@,(a) dx - i Q*(u) dx Q CE 
for any u E r, (5.15) 
R) R’ 
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where C is a constant independent of 0, E. To prove it, choose D = sS3. 
Then, it t > Lk6, we get from (5.1 l), (5.5), 
Q&)=E’3K$(1+$) =3Kf/3 (1 +c&). 
If t < REP, then 
G,(t) < Ct4’3. 
Hence, for any o E r, 
@,(a) dx - . 3K13~‘~ dx 
J R’ 
<‘ 1 1 @,(a) - 3K~~‘~j dx + C . J u4’3 dx o>Oc~ o>Qt6 
6 ! Cou3~4 dx + J Cu413 dx. .O>R’6 o>Re6 
Using the inequalities 
E2 < u”‘/.fP” in the first integrand, 
a4~3 4 p/3,2 in the second integrand, 
the right-hand side can be majorized by 
CE2 . 
-j u+cf2”3&2 U<CE 
a113 
I 
(since cr = M) 
I 
and (5.15) follows. 
From (5.15) we deduce that 
IafJ> - J%(~l G C& for any cr E lY 
We next establish the estimate 
) @’ (JJ - 4K;;” 1 < CE. 
To prove it we use (5.11) and assumption (5.6) to deduce that 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
<C’C$ if t>O, 
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so that 
where we again take Q = sW3. It follows that 
Thus, for any value of PC(x), assertion (5.17) is valid. 
Now, from the variational equation for P; (which minimizes A?&)) it 
follows that 
@:(P;(x)) = max 0, . A(Y) 
1 j 
a3 ~ 
x~lx-Yldy+ r(x) i 
j’(W)> & + A 
r3 
c , (5.18) 
I 
where 
i?(r) = M-’ I P;(x) a!x. r(Y)<r 
The right-hand side of (5.18) is Lipschitz continuous in x with a coefftcient 
independent of E; in fact this follows using (5.9), (5.10). Since I, < 0, the 
right-hand side of (5.18) is also bounded uniformly in x, E. It follows that 
from any sequence E = ej 10 we can extract a subsequence E = .s; 10 for 
which the right-hand sides of (5.18) converge uniformly on compact subsets 
to a continuous function G. Recalling (5.17) we deduce that, as E = sj 10, 
Hence 
K$“(x) -+ G uniformly in compact subsets. 
P;(x) + pa(x) as E = s(i 10, (5.19) 
uniformly on compact subsets. Recalling (5.10) we deduce that iYO has 
compact support and the convergence in (5.19) is uniformly in R3. 
It is now an easy matter to check that 
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From (5.16), (5.14) we deduce that 
for any u E r. 
Hence, in view of (5.19), 
if E = .$ is suffkiently small. It follows that E,(&) (E,(a) for any u E r, 
and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Asymptotic estimates on the support on j&, can be given in 
terms of the quantity Q defined in Section 4. 
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